Appendix A

Annotated Bibliography of Collected Materials on Automated Essay Scoring

[An excellent and broadly-based selective bibliography on AES.]

[An excellent collection of essays of Automated Essay Scoring from a variety of perspectives.]

[The only collection on AES by teachers of writing. The essays are mostly critical of AES but many are regarded as perceptive even by AES developers.]

[A position statement against AES accompanied by an extensive and very broad annotated bibliography.]  

[A passionate argument against AES. The accompanying petition was signed by such luminaries as Noam Chomsky.]

[Although claiming to be cross-disciplinary, the volume is largely composed of individuals involved in the development of AES. Still, the volume contains some of the clearest explanations of AES systems.]

[Similar to the earlier volume, although some of the authors have taken a much more cautious view of the abilities of AES systems.]